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Abstract: Every year thousands of the elderly suffer serious damages such as articular fractures, broken bones
and even death due to their fall. In this paper, based on the analysis of images taken from the elderly’s
movement, an efficient system has been proposed that, in the first phase, simulates the movement of the elderly
by detecting their abnormal walking. Thus by combining several important features, including an estimate of
body angle, representation of the Motion History Image (MHI) and estimate of the magnitude and direction of
movement, the speed of the falling is calculated. This system has been implemented on a set of 57425 video
frames received from the elderly residing in Farzanegan  Health  Care  Center  in  Mashhad  city  in  Iran  and
the video sequences containing the actual occurrence the of falling. There were only 48 falls and 163 like  falls
on video sequences with mean age of 66.5±6.1 years. Out of a total of about 58 people including 43 men and
15 women, 39.65% were faced with falls at ambient of health center. All the sequences were randomly converted
into four Movie categories with these details: AVI format, 120×160 pixels resolution and 15 fps. Compared to
such techniques as Shieh and Rougier, 94.1% average accuracy (AAC), 92% sensitivity and 94.47% specificity
indicate the ability of the system in identifying the incidents similar to the fall. The high speed data processing
of the algorithm, 92.91% detection rate (DR) and insignificant false alarm rate (FAR), 5%, distinguishes the
proposed system from similar ones, particularly due to its intelligent monitoring and its real time detection of
the elderly’s fall.
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INTRODUCTION adverse physical, psychological and social conditions, or

Today, many countries are faced with the growing suffer from falls once or more and this figure adds up to
population of the elderly each year. In 2000, the elderly 50% among the elderly who live in health care centers.
aged above 65 constituted one-eighth of the world's Since this accident can jeopardize the performance and
population, i.e. a population equivalent to 750 million independence of the elderly, the identification of people
people [1]. Based on demographics released in 2010, it is who are at risk of falling is of paramount importance [5].
estimated that in 2035, one-third of Europe's population Therefore, the first step in the prevention of this incident
will be above 65 years old [2]. Iran is one of the countries is to alleviate the side effects of falling [6]. If the elderly
with young population and in near future, it has to deal are not able to inform people in case of their fall, it might
with an aging population. Falls and loss of balance is a aggravate the damages of this incident and in some cases
common threat to the health of the elderly. It can affect lead to the loss of their life. Therefore, a smart and
the quality of life, increase maintenance costs and lead to efficient  system  to  detect  falls of elderly people seems

even death [3]. Studies show that 25% to 47% of elderly
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essential. The techniques that have been proposed to video  surveillance   algorithm,  Naseimento  [12]
date to signify people’s falls can be classified into three proposed  methods   based   on    the   analysis of
general categories: machine vision in detecting changes in individuals’

Sensor networks and wearing sensors. slips and   falls   of  people  based  on  Bayesian
The use of gyroscopes, accelerometer and devices networks.  Each  of  the current systems has strengths
for detecting the vibrations caused by falls. and   weaknesses    with    regard   to   their  detection.
Monitoring the dynamic state based on video Low accuracy, low processing speed, lack of real-time
analysis. response to the events in some of the above cases and

In the system designed by Alexander et al. [7] sensor such systems.
network techniques have been used for monitoring and
online surveillance of the elderly. The main shortcoming MATERIALS AND METHODS
of wireless sensor network system is that the elderly need
to wear bulky clothes and in case they forget to do so, The system was implemented on 57425 video frames
they will not be able to declare their situation at the time taken from Farzanegan Health Care Center in Mashhad
of the fall. and video sequences containing the occurrence of the

Furthermore, this technique will be inoperable in case falls. There were only 48 falls and 163 like falls on video
the person loses his/her consciousness after the fall. sequences. To determine the accurate falls, recurrent falls
Vibration analysis instruments, gyroscope, status belts in a cohort of elderly people with mean age of 66.5±6.1
and pressure gauge board are other methods designed years over 160 hours of recorded video. Out of a total of
according to individuals’ manner of movement. In 2008, about 58 people including 43 men and 15 women, 39.65%
Bourke et al. [9] created a secure threshold for fall were faced with falls at ambient of health center. In other
detection algorithms which used a  biaxial  gyroscope. hand, 17 men and 6 women had frequent falls with mean
The simultaneous combination of the accelerometer age of 69.5±5.4 years. Associated with falls among the
system of the elderly’s movement and the estimate of the elderly, 31 cases (91.66%) were related to the accidents or
movement’s direction was also proposed by Nyan [10]. sudden imbalance, 3 cases (5.55%) associated with the
The vibration analysis system is also used in detecting devices and accessories and 2 cases (2.77%) were related
the fall of the elderly or the disabled. Zigel also enhanced to the other  events.  The  method  proposed  for
the instrument used for detecting the floor vibration in detection of the elderly’s falls in this paper draw mainly
2009 by adding a sound sensor [11]. Among all current on video processing techniques to detect the target area.
systems, the real-time systems which detect the fall of The algorithm has been shown in in Figure 1 and the main
people based on analysis of video images have the body of the system will be introduced in following
highest efficiency and accuracy. As  to  the  designing  of sections accordingly.

position.   In   2012,   Liao   and  Huang  [13]  detected

high levels of positive error are among the weaknesses of

Fig. 1: Conversion from RGB into HSV space for input frames
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Fig. 2: Conversion from RGB into HSV space for input
frames

Conversion from  RGB  to  HSV  Space:  In  many
machine   vision    and   image   processing  algorithms, In which w  is the weight parameter of K Gaussian
the   intensity    of    disproportionately   high  or  low factor and (x,è ) is the normal distribution of K factor,
light,  such  as shades   in   separating    a   special  part which is calculated according to equation (2.3).
of  the  image,  produces    error.   The   color  space,
which  is  the  result  of the removal of unwanted effects
of light, is the conversion to HSV space. Using the (2.3)
features  of  color  space  in  HSV  environment  can
reduce the complexities between the image surface and µ  and  are respectively mean and covariance of K factor
the intensity  of   unwanted  light  which  causes  errors.
In  calculation   of   H  section,  it  is  assumed  that
M=max  (R,  G,  B),  m=min  (R,  G,   B)   and  d=M-m.
The values of r, g  and  b  are  also  calculated according
to r= (M-R)/d, g= (M-G)/d and b= (M-B)/d. The main
function of frame conversion from RGB into HSV space is
minimizing the effects of the individual’s shadows in
images, which is the major cause of errors in mode
separation. RGB image is converted into HSV space
diagram as shown in Figure 2.

Gaussian Mixture Model: The subtraction of the
backgrounds of a video sequence from each other is a
method  by  which  the  target  foreground  section in each
frame is separated. Among the conventional methods of
thresholding,   Gaussian   mixture   model   is   one   of  the

techniques used for separation and display of different
background images [14]. According to equation (2.1),
Gaussian model for each pixel is the Gaussian density, i.e.:

(2.1)

In this equation, µ is the mean intensity of pixels
brightness and  is the variance. By constructing
probability density function (PDF) with µ and   variables,
each pixel in each frame is distributed by K mixture in
Gaussian model and the probability of the pixel having the
value of X  at the time of N is calculated according ton

equation (2.2):

(2.2)

k

k

k k

and . The number of distribution

K is estimated according to the w  divided  meritk k

function and the first distribution of (B) is used as a
foreground model. B function is calculated according to
equation (2.4) sufficiency

(2.4)

where T threshold is the lowest decimal value in the
foreground model. During the conversion, the foreground
and background are separated. Figure 3 shows a set of
frames taken from a video sequence as well as the
application of conversion to HSV space and Gaussian
mixture model.

Fig. 3: Images from top left to the right show 89 to 99 frames of a sample video sequence from the fall of an individual
and in the bottom column, the images produced after using Gaussian mixture model and thresholding has been
presented in binary format.
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Fig. 4: Motion History Images for (a) 67 to 78 frames, (b)
79 to 90 frames and (c) 91 to 102 frames of a sample
video sequence or 132 video frames. (2.5)

The Anatomical Changes of Human Body During a Fall: where ST is (Pix , Pix , t-1) and in the frames showing the
After separation of the foreground and background of the previous movements, the pixels with higher brightness
image, the location and position of the person is change show greater motion. To quantify the person’s
identified. The main advantage of this process is the movement, the C  coefficient is estimated according to
identification of the person’s posture relative to the motion memory in frames which is recorded every 500ms.
horizontal and vertical axes. This coefficient is calculated according to equation (2.6)

After the removal of the additional image pixels and
by defining an estimated oval that specifies the position
of the person, information about the shape, form and (2.6)
direction of  the  person’s  movement  can  be  obtained.
In two-dimensional coordinate system, the estimated oval This equation is expressed based on the total number
is made of (x, y) center,  direction and d  and d of red pixels and non-red pixels in the area show the1 2

diameters. When a change in the manner of movement is previous frame movements which changes in time interval
made, the analysis of two indexes is of paramount [1-0]. In Figure 4, the algorithm of motion memory has
importance. been applied to three sets of 12 frames from three sample

Standard deviation of the movement direction ( ) in immediate or variable motions and calculation of C
the estimated oval. coefficient.
Calculating the ratio of d  and d  as well as standard The calculation of motion coefficient is necessary for1 2

deviation . detecting the falls in the elderly. It is not enough, d1/d2

Motion History Image (MHI): The process of moving in in the threshold frames, an estimated oval is illustrated.
successive frames of a video sequence can be considered The analysis of the direction and angle of this oval
as a type of a memory. The person’s motion history in the according to horizontal and vertical direction plays an
combined image or images, which defines the precedent important role in identifying a person’s fall.
of the person’s movement, is one of the techniques used
for displaying the process of movement in the elderly, Determining  the Direction   of   a    Person’s   Motion
which according to the binary sequence of the motion (  angle) and Eccentricity (RHO): The visual arrays from
area of the person, is modeled based on D(Pix , Pix , t) input film, in which each matrix cell has m×n dimensions,x y

taken from the sequence of the main image I(Pix , Pix , t). form one frame of the input video. In addition, in thex y

Each pixel in  the   images  representing  the  precedent  of matrix  representing  the  gravity center of the oval, N row

individual motion by P  is shown according to equationMMI

(2.5) which is, in fact, the temporary memory of movement
in  each  point  that  occurs  in  time  interval  T (1 T N)
(N is the number of sample frames in the input video
sequence).

x y

motion

video sequences, which represents the constant,
motion

however. By calculating the gravity center of the person

Fig. 5: Images from top left to the right, 40, 45, 53, 61, 66, 89, 95, 97 and 99 frame and in bottom columns from left to the
right, the change of oval based on variation in one's posture has been depicted and C  has crossed the definedmotion

threshold in frame 95.
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is in fact x and y coordinates of the center of the oval in Standard deviations in the estimated oval equations,
which N is the number of frames in input video sequence. which under conditions < 2, < 2 and  <15
The direction of both large and small diameters of the oval shows the inactivity or stillness of the elderly after
shows the direction of the oval in two-dimensional suffering from a fall.
coordinates and the ratio of these two diameters shows
the eccentricity of the elderly person. In Figure 5, a set of The system was implemented on 57425 video frames
9 frames has been shown in which an estimated oval taken from Farzanegan Health Care Center in Mashhad
based on the formal mold of a person’s body has been and  video   sequences   containing  the  occurrence of
depicted. the falls.  There  were only 50 falls in video sequences.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION of Movie with these details: AVI format, 120×160 pixels

In 3 steps, the detection process of a fall in video In  Table  1,  Average  accuracy  (AAC)  and
images was carried out. These three steps were: detection rate (DR) and false alarm rate (FAR) have been

Quantification of movements and modeling used for measuring the accuracy of detection in video
accordingly. sequences.

When C  changes from the defined threshold, whichmotion

has been obtained according to the statistical calculations (3.1)
of video images, the movements similar to the occurrence
of a fall can be detected.

Analysis of the body shape and form in the binary
frame

One of the main parameters which will undergo
tremendous changes is  or standard deviation in the In these equations,
direction of motion. In average, of 96 tested video
sequences,  was about 15 degree and the ratio of N : The number of frames containing the occurrence of d1/d2

was 0/9. a fall that has been detected by algorithm.

The inactivity of the elderly after the fall. a fall which algorithm has not been successful in

The parameters that might change after a fall or N : The number of frames that does not contain the
during inactivity of the person are expressed as follow: occurrence of any fall and algorithm has not

C  >5% N : The number of frames that does not contain themotion

Standard deviations  and  which are both occurrence of any fall but the algorithm hasx y

smaller than 2. misidentified them. 

d1 d2
o

All sequences were randomly converted into 4 categories

resolution and 15 fps.

calculated according to equations (3.1)-(3.3) which are

(3.2)

(3.3)

TP

N : The number of frames containing the occurrence ofFN

their detection.
TN

identified them. 
FP

Table 1: The received video sequence, calculation of mean accuracy, DR and FAR of the proposed algorithm
Number of frames in which Number of frames with normal
the elderly person falls movement or similar falls.
---------------------------------- ------------------------------------- Average Detection False Alarm

Video Clips No. Frames N N N N Accuracy (AAC) Rate (DR) Rate (FAR)TP FN TN FP

Movie 1 12758 9 1 31 2 93.02% 90.00% 6.06%
Movie 2 16892 11 2 39 2 92.59% 84.61% 4.87%
Movie 3 19656 15 2 68 4 93.25% 88.23% 5.55%
Movie 4 8119 8 0 16 1 96.00% 100% 5.88%
Total 57425 43 5 154 9 93.36% 89.58% 5.52%
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Table 2: Comparison of the proposed system with methods commonly used for detection of the falls
Methods Author Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%)
Sensor networks and Gyroscopes Bourke [9] 100 97.5

Nayan [10] 100 92.5-97.5
Accelerometers and Vibration Systems Alwan [16] 93.28-100 100

Zhang [17] 89.1 Unknown
Algorithms based on Machine Vision Rougier [18] 88 87.5

Vish [19] 100 100
Tao [20] 82-96 Unknown
Shieh [21] 82.2-92.2 90.9-97.3
Our Work ~90 ~95

Fig. 6: FROC diagram for a set of near-falls and falls of provide greater sensitivity and average, are higher, the
the elderly. sensitivity and specificity of 98% and 95% respectively.

ROI is also the target area in the image which detecting the occurrence of a fall. Accelerometers and
includes various types of falls in the elderly. In (3.4), (3.5) vibration analysis systems are facing with the sensitivity
specificity and sensitivity were respectively equal to between 90%-95% and specificity higher  than  95%.
94.47% and 89.58%. While the sensitivity and specificity of the algorithm

90%-100%. Therefore, systems based on machine vision
(3.4) techniques in terms of accuracy and sensitivity is

such as sensor network and accelerometers and vibration
(3.5) analysis systems. Unlike other techniques, the method of

It should be noted that the above method is a new intelligent monitoring of the elderly person and is
technique and a comparison has been drawn between the comfortable wearing heavy clothing. Also accelerometers
performance of this system and other methods used for and vibration analysis systems haven’t the ability to
detection of the elderly’s fall. Different methods use implement in anywhere. Figure 7 shows changes of RHO
various databases. The proposed method in this paper, and C  depending on the number of video frames.
however, has been applied to a greater database. At first, Figure 8 displays the standard deviation  and  the
it should be noted that the use of a single camera would standard deviation of theta eccentricity (RHO)
decrease the sensitivity and specificity of the third respectively. Fall events are detected by analysis of these
technique in contrast to other two techniques. Thus, the figures in amplitude of the standard deviation and the
occurrence of error is only natural. standard deviation of theta eccentricity.

Using multiple cameras, which simultaneously
identify the fall of the elderly, increases the accuracy,
sensitivity and specificity of this system more than the
other two techniques. Inconsistency is another problem
that may occur when decreasing the frames and the
resulted time delay might result in lower  sensitivity.
Figure 6 shows FROC diagram for a set of 40 near-fall
cases, 25 of which were relatively severe. According to
the diagram, the high specificity of the system is due to
proper detection of the cases without the occurrence of
any fall, which algorithm has been able to properly
discriminate  from  the  actual  occurrence  of  the falls.
The high sensitivity of the system has also been due to
correct detection of the falls and low errors. Users are
more likely to sensor networks because sensor networks

Table 2 shows the greater ability of the system in

based  on  machine vision is respectively 85-95% and

competitive in performance compared to other techniques

video processing has the advantage which is doing

motion
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Fig. 7: Drawing RHO changes and C  in order to the number of frames of video sequences.motion

Fig. 8: Theta standard deviation and standard deviation of eccentricity (RHO) from left to right respectively is shown.
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